
Deep affection honey come back to me 

Chapter: 831 

Once A Person Feels Sorry For Someone It Meant That He Or She Had Fallen In Love 

 

With a darkened face, Tim put his hand on Victor's shoulder and pressed it down hard. "Who allows you 

to do this? Are you deaf to my rules?" 

"No, no." It seemed that Victor's shoulder was weighed down by a thousand pounds stone, so he leaned 

down and cried out in pain, "Mr. Tim, you misunderstood. This is not what you think!" 

Tim stopped exerting more strength on his hand. 

Victor immediately seized the opportunity to explain, "It is a kind of incense that could ease off people's 

pressure! It can cure insomnia. It took me a long time to find the ingredients of the formula I got from an 

old Chinese doctor." 

"Mr. Tim, you really misunderstood me!" Victor almost burst into tears on the spot, "How dare I touch 

those things? I have no guilty conscience in this matter, and I have no guts to do so. How can I ignore 

your words?" 

Hearing his explanation, Tim loosened his grip. Victor heaved a sigh of relief and shook his arm. 

Tim frowned and asked, "Fragrance?" 

"Yes! I'm going to give it to Amy. She has been suffering from insomnia recently and has a bad temper. 

She is irritable, and she doesn't wa 
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ouldn't get what he wanted. But now when he grew up, he still couldn't get what he wanted. 

When he was about to kiss the woman on the bed, his phone vibrated. 

So Tim had to open his eyes and reach for his phone. The ID "Brother" made him impatient. 

His first reaction was to hang up on Leon. 

When his thumb was about to touch the screen, he suddenly stopped and a bad idea flashed through his 

mind. 

He slid the answer key. 

"Michelle, is it morning? Are you at work? You went to work but still answered my phone secretly." 

Leon's voice came from the other end of the line. Obviously, he smiled virtuously. 

Taking a look at Michelle who was sleeping soundly and then at the phone screen, a smile played at the 

corners of Tim's mouth. 

"Well. Why didn't you say anything? Is it inconvenient to talk? Or what?" Leon, who had waited for a 

long time, asked worriedly. 



Tim said calmly, "She is asleep. It's not convenient for her to answer the phone." 

As soon as he finished speaking, there was a moment of silence on the other end of the phone, just like 

the silence before the collapse of mountain. 

Chapter: 832 

You Have To Become Leon s Wife 

play_arrow 

stop 

It was still in the middle of the night in C Island. Outside the window, it was dark. The sound of waves 

pounding the reef could be heard. 

Hearing the voice of Tim, Leon was so angry that anger was simmering in his heart, but he still kept a 

seemingly calmness as usual. 

"Thank you for taking care of her. I'll find someone to pick her up right away." 

Before Leon got furious as expected, Tim provoked him more unscrupulously, "Why don't you come by 

yourself? Or you can't make it because you are far away from here in C Island?" 

"Even if I'm far away in C Island, you won't be able to win Michelle's heart." Leon sneered. "Don't try to 

possess someone who doesn't belong to you. Otherwise, even though I'm not in Lexingport City, I can 

still skin you alive, Tim." 

Leon then hung up the phone. 

Tim's thin lips tightened into a straight line, and his eyes were filled with gloom. He held the phone 

tightly, as if the phone in his hand was Leon, and he could crush Leon in the next second. 

Tim's words jolted Leon out of his sleepiness. At first, he called his sister, Nina, and was going to buy a 

ticket to Lexingport City at night. 

The little girl real 
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himself and decided not to go to the C Island. 

Perhaps because of the righteous look of Barbie, Bruce had never thought that she would lie to him, so 

he had no doubt about it. 

Bruce said seriously, "It's just a passing fancy for Leon to have a date with a random girl. It will end in 

one or two years. I'm sorry that you have to endure it and be his secretary in the next two years." 

"It's okay since it is my own choice," replied Barbie in a dignified and courteous manner. 

Bruce nodded with satisfaction. "It's rare for you to see your grandfather when you live here. Mr. 

Lyndon will come here at noon. We can have lunch together. Don't forget it." 

"Okay." Barbie said, "If there is nothing else, I will go out first." 
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"Okay." Bruce waved his hand, indicating her to leave. 

When Barbie arrived at the office and sat down, she took out her phone and saw a message from her 

grandfather, saying that he would come to Scher Mountain at noon. 

There were countless voice messages, so the only text message naturally attracted her attention. 

It was from her grandfather the day she moved into the Scher Mountain. 

"You have to become Leon's wife!" 

Chapter: 833 

Looking For Aunt 

play_arrow 

stop 

In Lexingport City. At evening. 

It was already dark outside. Two children with schoolbags on their backs came to the door of the 

Silverhall Nightclub, raising their heads with their big amber eyes. 

They dressed in black cotton clothes which were big and loose from the ankle. The two children stood 

there like two buns. 

The passers-by all looked sideways. 

"What a lovely child!" 

"They are twins! It looks like a mixed-raced babies..." 

"Oh my God! They are so adorable! I want to take them away with me!" 

Hearing this, Van turned around and happened to meet the eyes of the girl who was speaking. His big 

eyes were innocent and pure, which was particularly pitiful. 

"…… No, no, no. I'm joking." 

"Hahaha..." 

"They are so cute. Where are the children's parents?" 

"Yes, why don't I see the parents of the children?" 

"Did you get lost with your parents?" 

A group of people immediately surrounded them and asked them one by one whether they had lost 

their parents and whether they should call the police or not. 

Don pointed at the door of the Silverhall Nightclub and said, "We're not lost. We are looking for 

someone." 
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hey are the sons of Mr. Tim." 

Victor, who received the phone call, accidentally broke a bottle of good tequila on the ground, which 

was the wine that Tim was going to give to Michelle's father during the Spring Festival! 

But compared with this bottle of tequila, the news that Tim had children seemed more serious. 

Tim did have many women, but he had never given any woman a chance to get pregnant with his child. 

How could Tim have two sons? 

'Is there really someone who can get rid of the surveillance of Mr. Tim and secretly get pregnant and 

give birth to his children?' he thought. 

Victor was shocked and confused. When he went downstairs in a hurry, he saw two people looking 

around. They seemed to be eager to find out something. 

The two kids were about four or five years old. 

Victor had worked for Tim for only three or four years. He didn't know whether Tim had had a son with 

any woman before. 

Maybe it was true! 

Victor suddenly became excited again. He walked over and saw the faces of the two children clearly. 

"……" 

Who the hell spread the rumors? 

They must be Mr. Shi's child judging from their appearance! 

Chapter: 834 

Can t Hurt John s Children 

play_arrow 

stop 

'But why did Mr. John's children come to the Silverhall Nightclub? 

Did Master Tim offend him recently?' 

Victor thought it over and didn't think so. 

Looking at the two children who were not as tall as him and dared to break into the Silverhall Nightclub 

alone, a wave of admiration arose naturally. 

No wonder they were the children of John! 

When Tim had a child in the future, his child would definitely be no worse than them. 

However, both John and his wife were so generous that they allowed the two kids to come to the 

Silverhall Nightclub to find Tim. 
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"Hey, little boys..." Realizing that he had said something wrong, Victor shut his mouth immediately. 

After all, they were the child of John, so his attitude must be better. He quickly changed his tone, "Hi, 

two young masters." 

The security guard who was about to close the door was shocked by Victor's change of address. He 

almost lost his hand on the doorknob. 

'I'm right. They are really Master Tim's children! 

Otherwise, Victor won't call them young masters?' 

The rumor that Tim had two sons spread in the Silverhall Nightclub at the speed of light, and some 

people even began to guess who their mother was. 

However, as t 
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his investigation, we will lose a lot this time. Fuck!" 

"She hasn't woken up yet. It seems that she hasn't slept well recently." Tim's voice was surprisingly calm. 

Victor was stunned, "What" ! 

"Did you hear me, Master Tim?" Victor solemnly repeated, "We have been investigated! The official who 

is in charge of investigating us is very powerful! They must investigate us completely!" 

"Yes, I have heard that. It's must be Leon's instructions. He has put an eye on here." Tim was still very 

calm. He turned his head to look at Michelle, who was lying on the bed and sleeping soundly with her 

head resting on the back of a hand. 

He smiled and then said to Victor coldly, "Tell them I'll drive Michelle back later. As for how they want to 

investigate, let them be." 

"Did I hear it wrong, Master Tim?" Victor was stunned, "After the investigation, our business has to close 

down and has to be reorganized. It's okay to investigate for two or three days. If they investigate us for 

one or two months, we will lose a lot.... Hello? Master Tim?" ! 

Tim had hung up the phone. 

Victor was so angry that he almost dropped his phone. For the first time, he felt that Michelle was 

nothing but a jinx! 

Chapter: 835 

You Will Be Greedier After Hugging Me Once 

play_arrow 

stop 

Victor repeated Tim's words to the two kids, but Van shook his head and refused. 

"No, Victor. I want to go home with aunt." 
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"Yes!" Don stood beside him with hands akimbo. 

Victor was not afraid of the two little children, but he was afraid of their family background, so he could 

only follow their orders and convey their wishes. 

"Mr. Tim, they said they wanted to take Michelle back by themselves." 

There was a moment of silence on the phone, and Tim reluctantly replied, "I know. I'll send her down." 

Unwilling to wake up Michelle, Tim found a blanket to cover her body instead of the quilt and went 

downstairs with her in his arms. 

When he walked out of the elevator, he saw a Maybach parked diagonally across the road. He glanced 

at the license plate number and knew that it was Mr. Shi's car. 

A gust of cold wind blew, and the woman in Tim's arms shrank, so he had to hold her tighter and speed 

up his pace. 

As long as he sent her into the car, she wouldn't feel cold. 

Tim didn't want to leave her. He only held her once in the morning and now. 

He only hugged her two times. 

He didn't even dare to think about it before. 

Even through the thick blanket, he could still feel how soft the woman in his arms was. This petite 

woman was so lovely... That h 
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se it was not her room. It was familiar because it looked like the room Nini had specially decorated for 

her in the North Yard. 

Michelle stretched herself, sat up and looked around again. She was almost sure that this was a room of 

the North Yard. 

"North Yard?" ... 

She suddenly opened her eyes wide. 

Suddenly, there was a knock on the door. Michelle lifted the quilt and got out of bed. She ran to open 

the door barefoot. 

As soon as she opened the door, she didn't see anyone. 

Michelle shivered. 

"Aunt, I'm here." A chubby hand was waving in the air and Michelle looked down. 

It was Van. 

Michelle pointed at herself and asked, "A...Aunt?" 

"Yes! Uncle asked us to call you like that from now on." Van shook the phone in his hand. 



Michelle didn't pay attention to his phone, but her face suddenly flushed. 

"Aunt?" Van shook his phone again. He felt that his aunt was so stupid. No wonder she would be 

deceived. 

"Uncle is looking for you." Van stood on tiptoe and put the phone in Michelle's hand. "Remember to 

come to have meals after you talk with uncle." 

Then he left. 

Michelle lowered her head and looked at the phone. On the screen was a cold handsome face, and in 

the small box in the upper right corner of the phone was her surprised face. 

Chapter: 836 

But I m Willing To Do That 
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stop 

The two were having a video chat. 

Michelle called him in a daze, "Leon?" 

"No." Leon snapped at her with a cold face. 

Michelle didn't know what had happened when she woke up. She said seriously, "You are Leon!" 

The response she got from Leon was a cold snort. Michelle finally realized that something was wrong. 

Leon had never given her such a look. 

She suddenly became nervous. 

"Leon, what's wrong?" 

"What's wrong?" Leon on the screen slightly raised his eyelids, and his cold anger was obvious on the 

screen, which made Michelle's eyebrows twitch. 

Leon was angry. 

Very angry. 

Michelle didn't know where she had offended him. Her first reaction was to fawn on him and ask, "Leon, 

what, what did I do to make you angry? Can you tell me first? I don't know if you don't tell me." 

"Michelle," said Leon with a cold face, "Have I ever told you not to contact with Tim?" 

Leon's voice raised a notch at the end of his sentence, which frightened Michelle and she shrank her 

neck. She stuttered, "Y...Yes." 

"Why do you still keep in touch with Tim?" Leon then raised his voice a little and it seemed that he was 

really angry. "Can't you see that Tim likes you? How dare 
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two things as a reward for the praise? 

But she still nodded and said, "Go ahead, Leon." 

"First, you are not allowed to take Tim's car." Leon looked at her seriously and said, "Second, you can't 

go to any places where Tim is also present." 

"Well, Leon, the second one is a little difficult." As soon as she finished speaking, she received a cold 

gaze, and then she explained, "Leon, it is not what you think. It's because of the cooperation between 

Tim and Cara, and it's impossible to avoid meeting him completely." 

After thinking for a while, Leon thought that this request was indeed a little harsh, so he changed it. 

"Second, you can't stay with Tim alone. You can't go to his place." 

"Leon," Michelle hesitated for a moment, "You have made three requests in total." 

Leon was speechless. 

"Isn't it good to have one more reward?" 

"Okay," said Michelle obediently. "Leon, I will make you worry less." 

"No." Leon said immediately. "Why do you want me to worry less about you? Do you want to save my 

energy to care about another woman? I won't agree even if you are okay with it. And you can't do 

something like that, otherwise..." 

He bluffed, "I will break your leg." 

Chapter: 837 

Michelle Let s Work Together 

play_arrow 

stop 

Michelle subconsciously looked down at her own legs. She still remembered that night when their 

bodies entwined on bed together, Leon said, "I like your legs too, Michelle." 

Since that night, she had known that she had to apply body lotion to her legs. 

Her legs couldn't be broken! 

"Leon, of course I'm not okay with it." Michelle replied immediately. "How could I be willing to do that? 

But..." 

She hesitated again. "If you fall in love with someone else one day..." 

"Michelle." Leon interrupted her. Michelle then held her breath. She knew she had said something 

wrong. 

But she really thought that if Leon fell in love with another girl one day, she would let him go. 

She could do anything for Leon as long as he was happy. 
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"Michelle, I know what you are thinking." Leon said. "I can't get your messy thoughts out of your mind 

yet, but I will one day. But Michelle, please try your best, okay?" 

The obstruction in their relationship was clear to the two of them, but neither of them made it clear. 

Leon tried his best to make Michelle stand by his side openly under 
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Van and Don. 

Nina walked over and said, "Don't bother your aunt. Play by yourself for a while. I have something to 

talk to her." 

The two brothers walked away obediently. 

With a red face, Michelle said, "Nini, why did you also... Tell the child that I am..." 

She was too shy to say the word "aunt". 

Nina asked, "Don't you want to be Van and Don's aunt?" 

"Yes," murmured Michelle shyly, "Yes." 

Michelle didn't know if Nina had heard her because of her low voice, but Nina looked very serious as if 

she was going to tell something important. 

"Mimi, my brother has chosen you, and he will not change his mind. From this week on, you can directly 

come to the North Yard on Friday night. I will teach you something on weekend. I hope you can hold on 

for my brother." 

"What?" With a puzzled look on her face, Michelle asked, "What do you want to teach me?" 

Nina left two words, "A lot." After a pause, she added, "And It's also very tiring." 

If Michelle wanted to be a member of the royal family of C Island, it was fine even though she just had 

pure love with Leon. 

Chapter: 838 

Old Fox 
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That night, when Michelle came back home, she saw that the door of the guest room was half open, the 

light was on, and the footsteps inside could be heard. 

She pushed the door open and saw her mother making the bed. 

"Mom, is there a guest at home?" Michelle walked over to help. The two of them grabbed the four 

corners of the quilt and lay it on the bed. 
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Elaine bent down to smooth the creases on the quilt and said with a smile, "It's Tim. He has encountered 

a little trouble and has no place to stay. So he will live in our house recently." 

"What?" Michelle's hand froze. 

She remembered that Leon told her that Tim liked her, and she also remembered the three requests 

Leon had told her. 

Did it break the second request that she was not allowed to go to Tim's living places? 

What should she do now? 

Let him leave? It would be impolite to say that since he didn't have a place to stay now. If he was driven 

out, he would be homeless. 

Michelle frowned. 

Michelle held the corner of the quilt motionless, and Elaine tried to pull the quilt but failed. Only then 

did she find that her daughter was absent-minded. 

"Michelle, Michelle?" 

Elaine called her several times in a row. When Michelle came to her senses, she loosened the quilt in her 

hand and tided up the guest room. 

"Mom, did you said that Tim will 
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ly frowned. He wondered why the police could not wait to check it overnight. 

He had blocked the way. They could have taken things slow. 

Elaine poked her head out and asked worriedly, "Is there anything wrong?" 

"No." Tim said with assurance. "I didn't commit any crime. Unless they slander me, I'll be fine." 

"That's good." Elaine felt a little relieved. 

Adams said, "Go to bed early." 

At this time, a straight man appeared at the gate of the He Family. He first greeted the family politely, 

and then his eyes fell on Tim. 

The man told Tim that he could go back to his place because the investigation was over. 

There was no happiness on Tim's face. 

"Really?" It was hard to hide Michelle's excitement. She was overjoyed and said to Tim, "You can go back 

and live in your house, which means you are fine, right?" 

"Yes," replied Tim in a low voice. 

"Wow, then you don't have to live in our small guest room." Michelle said sincerely. 



She was worried that Tim would feel wronged if he stayed in their small guest room. After all, Tim was a 

big boss. 

Michelle's words were like a knife stabbing into Tim's heart. 

When he was running, he was excited to live with Michelle, but when he came back, his dream was 

shattered. 

He felt depressed. 

On C Island, Leon squinted his eyes and smiled virtuously. 

Chapter: 839 

Bump Into Austin 
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Then Tim left. 

Michelle let out a sigh of relief. She didn't know why she was like this. Maybe it was because Leon said 

that Tim liked her. 

She had always regarded Tim as a friend. Tim also said that he was her fan and friend. 

But suddenly, Michelle learned from her boyfriend that one of her friends liked her. She was at a loss, 

and it seemed that she couldn't treat him as a normal friend anymore. 

Since then, Michelle deliberately kept a distance from Tim and rarely replied to his message. 

It seemed that Tim had also noticed it. 

But he deceived himself and attributed it to the fact that Michelle was too busy with her work. 

Because not only did Michelle rarely reply to his messages, it was difficult for her to reply to the 

messages from other friends and parents in time. 

Michelle went to work on weekdays. Every weekend, she would live in the North Yard and learn 

according to the plan made by Nina. 

There were a lot of things to learn, and the schedule was tight. Except for work, eating and sleeping 

time, all Michelle's time was employed in learning with Nina. 

No one knew what Mi 
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nd snickered, "Cousin, you're going to be in trouble." 

Austin tilted his head, glanced at her and questioned her wordlessly. 

"That girl must have misunderstood us." The girl grinned and walked up to Austin. She stepped back and 

said, "Cousin, you'd better explain it to her clearly, or your girlfriend will be jealous." 
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"Jealous?" Austin stopped his steps and suddenly raised his eyelids. There were surges hidden in his 

calm eyes. The next second, his heart sank and he returned to seemingly calmness. 

The girl said, "Yes, jealous. She will definitely misunderstand the relationship between us two." 

"Okay." Austin replied lightly and walked forward with slender legs. The girl actually felt that Austin was 

in a good mood, but he still kept a straight face. She then though that it should be an illusion. 

The girl hurried to catch up with him, "Cousin, don't you really want to explain?" 

Austin didn't reply. 

On the contrary, Michelle picked up her phone and clicked on the chatting box between her and Lydia. 

She typed a long paragraph and told Lydia the story of meeting Austin and the girl. 

Chapter: 840 

She Saved My Life 

 

When Michelle clicked the send key, she hesitated. 

Sometimes seeing was not necessarily believing. For example, when she saw Leon and Valerie come out 

of the hotel, she naturally misunderstood Leon. 

She hadn't asked Leon about his relationship with Valerie, so they had been separated for three years. 

What a pity that they had been separated for three years. 

Lydia had a crush on Austin in the University for three years, and she had been a nominal couple with 

Austin for almost three years. 

Six years had passed. 

Michelle deleted the words in the input box and sent another message. 

Michelle texted, "Lydia, I think you can ask Austin directly about his relationship with that girl." 

Lydia replied, "I have no right to ask him about it." 

Michelle texted, "You are his girlfriend now. You have right to do that." 

Lydia didn't reply immediately this time. Michelle kept looking at her phone. Adams reminded her, 

"Don't play with your phone when walking. We have to buy something. Be careful, we have no time to 

take care of you." 

Elaine said, "Be careful. Don't fall and hit someone." 

"Don't worry, Mom. I will watch out and I wo 
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Adams was a little drunk. He put one hand on Tim's shoulder and asked, "Tim, you like my daughter, 

right?" 



Hearing that, Michelle stopped picking up food. 

She heard from Leon that Tim liked her, but she had never heard from Tim in person. So she was also 

curious and worried that Tim would say yes. 

If he admitted that he fell in love her, she would be embarrassed to meet him in the future. 

She couldn't respond to other people's likes, nor did she like the friends around her to fall in love with 

her. There would be worries in her heart. 

Taking a look at Michelle, without a direct answer, Tim only said, "She saved my life." 

The three of them looked at Tim in surprise. 

Michelle was surprise. It was obvious that she didn't remember it. This made Tim's eyes gloomy for a 

moment. 

"Three years ago, I was injured in the BL Alley that night. I fell beside a trash can in the alley. It was 

Michelle who dealt with my wound and drew away the people who were looking for me." 

"BL Alley?" It suddenly dawned on Michelle. She covered her mouth in surprise and said, "It's you!" 

She remembered it. 

"It's me," said Tim cheerfully. 

 


